
Craft Versus Craft

Why, I often wondered, as year after year of a low-income school reform invaded my 
life; why, when I had managed to accrue close to two decades of experience with upper level 
students; why, when I had reached that point in my career where I had been garnering a highest 
success in getting kids of any background or academic interest ready to try college – well, why 
was I so mindlessly pushed by reform away from what I loved, and compelled, instead, into 
assignments where I was expected to spend such a large part of my day in the passive monitoring 
of lunchrooms, hallways and playgrounds?

After being hired by my big-city district twenty years earlier, my initial teaching 
assignment had been the instruction of high school students.  Over the ensuing years, as I had 
pursued my work with upper-level junior and senior classes – due to a regular interaction with a 
broad assortment of getting-ready-to-graduate teenagers, I had begun to develop my own 
particular instructional craft.  

Through a progressively collected feedback from students, I had begun to see that, slowly 
but surely, I was making headway.  Counting upon the reciprocity of respect which I had for my 
students and they for me, my instructional ability had become ever more finely honed.  A store of 
complimentary student and parent letters reminded me that I was, or so they told me, making a 
difference by helping my students move toward higher and higher levels of success.  Each year I 
felt more sure of myself and of the methodology I labored to build.  

Time passed, and my instructional skills grew.  
Until – one day?
Well, one day, quite unexpectedly.
Totally out of the blue. 
A nationally instigated NCLB legislation hit low-income, low-scoring schools and, so 

very tactically, so very cunningly, so very craftily – my old-school traditional world was both 
suddenly and uncompromisingly transformed.  

Under the brand-new statistically engendered interpretation of an NCLB education, 
educators employed inside low-scoring-schools would no longer be recognized as uniquely 
skilled individuals.  As the old-school boundaries around public education began to blur 
(boundaries which had historically promoted teachers as being both competently licensed and 
longevity valuable), in one of the most debilitating, long-term-handicapping actions imposed by 
the suddenly concerned leaders of a no-excuses accountability: Citing testing data as the only 
evidence required?

Teachers employed inside low-scoring schools were unceremoniously gathered up, 
mashed together, and detachedly transformed into a publicly denigrated mass of voicelessly 
interchangeable personnel.  

Belligerently labeled as being nothing more than a fully culpable school-score-identified 
bad employee; coerced, through a flood of disconnected blame, out of the high school teaching 
position where I had excelled; pressed, despite my anxiously stated concern that it would not be 
a good fit, into work at the middle school level – a defensively unfriendly Human Resources’ 
employee irritated at my hesitancy declared: 

If I really were a teacher?  
Then I should be able to teach.  
No matter where; no matter with whom.  
End.  Of.  Discussion.



In economically challenging times, this uncompromising logic – well maybe it sounded, 
and possibly even continues to sound, entirely acceptable.  

Teachers!  Oh, for Pete’s sake, stop all of that fussing.  Surely, after all, it’s a paycheck!  
Hush up now, do what you have to do.  Buy your gas, feed your kids, pay your mortgage.  

And, for goodness’ sake?
Stop all of that annoyingly endless whining.
But; well.  
What if, yet agin, we stop; what if, yet again, we pause.  
What if yet again we call up that minute which the Big Money reform promoters of 

modern days assume that you, as a busy, schematically-disconnected citizen, will bypass.  What 
if we stop to look directly at the possibility that it is this particular line of teachers-are-teachers 
logic; this exact theory of lowest-level interchangeable employees; this modern-day economic 
rationale being presented to the nation as a cost-effective solution for low-income (WARNING: 
read all public) schools?  

Well, what if it is this very line of an experience-is-irrelevant reasoning which now so 
very craftily distracts voters from a much larger, and much more long-term debilitating, abuse?


